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Church Wilne Water Sports Club
th
Minutes of Open Forum - Sunday 20 November at 5pm

1. Work party day – Sunday 4th December 10.30am. This will be to decide what jobs
need carrying out over the winter, and put all the benches away and tidy up ahead of
the winter months.
2. 2 further work party dates TBC in February/ early March to carry out the tasks
agreed.
3. Proposed reduction of members fees across the board by 5%. This can be
confidently offered this year due to the success of the competitions and the revenue
these have generated.
4. Cameras. Look to progress the idea of cameras specifically for the website together
with weather station type data, but only to give a view of the water. To also check out
the current cameras/quality and ascertain if they can be used in some way, but only
certain camera views can be made available to be viewed on the web. Idea is
eventually to add new cameras to improve the overall security ensuring that the
quality of footage is evidential quality. Potential for secure access to allow people to
view the boat tents and be able to check the security on their own boats/ tents.
1,500.00 is cost we understand has been quoted
5. Review of proposed changing room refurbishment at the end of 2017, to ensure
funds are in place and we have a better understanding of the status of the lease.
6. Green Container - notice should go out to members (including old members if Clive
has list) making it clear to ‘move it or lose it’ so we can have a tidy up and clear out.
Then fit this container out with hooks to hang tubes and other inflatable type items.
7. Blue Container Racking - investigate new racking for the new container to enable
smarter storage.
8. BDWSC – This disabled club would like to continue using our facility if members are
happy with this. The only potential concern is relating to insurances. Richard will
check these insurances are in place so there is no responsibility on the club for
losses to their equipment.
9. Facebook pages for CWWSC. There appear to be 4 current pages, which we would
like to reduce to 1 official page. ‘Church Wilne Water Sports Club’ is the official page.
Please can we have help from members to shut the other pages down.
10. Cutting Edge kids competition – we have been advised we are not nominated to hold
this comp in 2017. However CWWSC will be holding its own in house competition for
all members children. This will hopefully ensure the success of the Cutting Edge club
in 2017.
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11. The Splash Day held this summer was a huge success. We definitely intend to hold
this event again on the August bank holiday weekend in 2017.
12. Opening hours for 2017 are suggested to be 12-6pm Sat and Sun.
13. Suggestion for our young members to be given the opportunity to run the shop in
2017, with careful coordination and supervision. A rota can be drawn up but this will
help the kids feel they have a valued role at the club and strengthen the family vibe
we want to promote. A minimum age limit of 14 will apply.
14. Geese – We need to explore ways to deter the geese. Clive has ordered some
fencing to try and achieve this. Several methods have been discussed, which we can
explore further if fencing is not successful.

	
  

